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   Hape Crossing & Crane Railway Set 
      116288   34pcs  ...................................................................................................................................................................................................................     $65.95 

 
  Watch out! When the safety gate comes down the train is coming. This realistic railway cargo set includes a working magnetic crane, a train and carriages, a level crossing, a tipper 
truck and adjustable safety signals. Hape’s Crossing & Crane Railway set is sure to impress any little train enthusiast.   Size: 52 x 72 x 20cmH   Age: 3+ yrs 

   Hape Busy City Railway Set 

  
    116282   51pcs  .....................................     $144.95 

 

  Train tracks aren’t just for passenger trains. There’s 
freight to deliver, too. This complete city-themed railway 
set features a passenger and a freight train, a station, 
automatic gates, a bridge and much more. A great 
wooden set for multiple children to engage in shared 
play and promotes communication and social skills.  
 Size: 85 x 76 x 20cmH   Age: 3+ yrs  Size: 85 x 76 x 20cmH   Age: 3+ yrs 

   Hape Lift & Load Mining Railway Set 
      116284   69pcs  .................................................................................................................................................................................................................     $119.95 

 

  Hape’s 69 piece Lift and Load Mining Railway Set is loaded with awesome features. Rotate the button on top of the crane to release its magnetic hoist line and pick up cargo. 
Drop the cargo into the loader and onto the freight wagons. Drive around the track and over the long bridge. This set includes heaps of wooden rail track pieces, 4 train engines, 4 
freight wagons, 4 chunks of coal, trees, street signs, the crane and more. This set can also be integrated into other Hape wooden railway sets.   Size: 90 x 87 x 24cmH   Age: 3+ yrs 

 HAPE products are created to inspire play, learning and 
exploration of the world we live in. Created using natural 
materials, water-based paints and strict quality and safety 
standards, every HAPE toy is an investment children will love. 

Hape Railway Sets
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   Hape Super Expansion Rail Pack 

     133936   24pcs  .......................................     $31.95 

 

  Expand your Hape Railway line to the next town over! 
This variety of straight and curved track will give you the 
building materials to grow your little train company as 
your heart desires.      Age: 3+ yrs 

   Hape Advanced Track 
Building Rail Kit 

  
    116285   14pcs ......................    $46.95 

 

  Made from wood, this Hape track building 
set includes, 3 x 5cm Straight Rail, 2 x 
10cm Allotropes Rail, 1 x Cross Junction, 2 
x 5cm Stop, 2 x Ramp Track, 2 x Y Shape 
Rail, 2 x T Shape Rail. These pieces are 
compatible with all major wooden railway 
systems.      Age: 3+ yrs 

   Hape Steam Era Passenger Train 

  
    116286   3pcs  .........................................     $24.50 

 

  It’s morning and time for everyone to get to work. Push 
your steam era locomotive and its bright Red carriages 
down the track to make sure everybody gets to work on 
time. As children link the carriages together, they explore 
the relationship between magnets. Made from wood it 
measures 24 x 3 x 5cmH and is compatible with all 
major wooden railway systems.      Age: 3+ yrs 

ww

   Hape Diesel Freight Train 

  

    116287   5pcs  .........................................     $24.50 

 

  Push this diesel freight train along the track to transport 
loads to market. The train’s freight wagons are loaded 
with blocks of ore that can be picked up by Hape’s 
magnetic boom cranes. A vibrant resource encouraging 
children to explore role play, making sense of the world 
around them. Made from wood and measures 24 x 3 
x 5cmH it is compatible with all major wooden railway 
systems.      Age: 3+ yrs 

   Hape Big Engine Shed 

     133933    ................................................     $29.95 

 

  After a long day chugging and whistling along, 
give your train engines a rest. Pull them into the train 
garage and prepare for the next big day on the tracks!  
 Size: 29.5 x 17 x 11cmH   Age: 3+ yrs 

   Hape Automatic Gates Rail Crossing 

  
   133934    ................................................     $11.95 

 

  Keep toy cars, trucks, and pedestrians safe when a 
train rumbles through town with this automated railway 
crossing. As the train chugs through the crossing 
the gates close to keep cars safely out of the way!  
 Size: 12 x 11.9 x 3.9cmH   Age: 3+ yrs 

   Hape Automatic Train Bell Signal 

  
   133935    ................................................     $14.95 

 

  Hurry up and cross the tracks! The train is coming! This 
automatic signal can be connected to the tracks so 
that the bell rings as the train approaches the bend, or 
it can be rung loud and proud as a separate piece.  
 Size: 13 x 15 x 13cmH   Age: 3+ yrs 

   Hape Lifting Bridge 

  
   133937    ................................................     $29.95 

 

  The Hape Lifting Bridge allows tall cars and trucks 
to pass safely underneath when trains are not 
rumbling overhead! Just wind the lifting mechanism 
on the roof to raise and lower the drawbridge.  
 Size: 23.6 x 11 x 16cmH   Age: 3+ yrs 

   Hape Extended Double Suspension 
Bridge 

     133938    ................................................     $36.95 

 

  Bridge the gaps in your railroad with a double suspension 
bridge of grand proportions! Your trains will roll across 
the sky above land and sea in style and grandeur.  
 Size: 48 x 12 x 24cmH   Age: 3+ yrs 

  Hape Automatic Train Bell Signal 
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   Playforever 
Classic Vehicles   

    149250   Mini Yellow 16cm  .................................................................     $57.95   
    149251   Midi Buck Red 21cm  .............................................................     $79.95 
    149252   Bruno Racing Car Metallic Blue 26cm  .....................................     $99.95 

    149252T   Set of 3  ...............................................................................     $229.95 
         Age: 12+ mths 

   Wood Cars with Handle 
     124455   4pcs 13 x 7cmH  ....................................................................    $79.95 

 

  This four piece natural wooden car set has an organic natural finish. It is smooth, safe 
for children and fun to vroom around. The handle helps baby and toddlers develop their 
motor skills.      Age: 6+ mths 

   The Happy Architect Village 

  
   124424   Vehicles 10pcs  .......................................................................    $89.95 

 

  Beautifully illustrated and made to last, this set of ten very large wooden blocks include 
a tractor, rocket, train, truck, car, emergency vehicles, bus and helicopter. The images 
are screen printed on (no stickers here) to ensure they look the same now as for the next 
generation. All vehicles are made from 3cm thick wood, average 16cm in length and 
range in height from 8 to 13cmH.   Size: 8 to 13cmH   Age: 12mths+ 

 Grimm’s toys are designed to encourage toddlers and children to engage in open-ended and independent play using simple yet vibrantly coloured shapes. 
Pieces are hand-cut and sanded and coloured only with non-toxic water-based dyes. 

 

  Discoveroo 
Assorted 
Chunky Car Set       144174   3pcs  .....................................................................................................................................................................................................................     $29.95 

 
  Designed for toddler’s, these 3 beautiful cars are ideal for little hands to grab. Made from Beech Wood and covered in a non-toxic water lacquer they are a perfect early learner’s 
toy car. Each car measures 12 x 6 x 7.5cmH. Colours may vary.      Age: 12+ mths 

   Grimm’s Small Cars 

  
   139926   Coloured 6pcs  ....................................................................     $129.95 

 

  Each of the six wooden cars has a different shape that a little one will love exploring with 
their fingers as they are a perfect grab shape. There are Red, Orange, Yellow, Green & 
Blue cars so they are perfect for opening up conversations about colours, the rainbow 
and also counting. A lovely toy alone but also team up well with the Grimm’s Rainbow 
Bridges.  Size: 10 x 7 x 5cmH   Age: 12+ mths 

  $79.95 

    140159   Natural 6pcs  ......................................................................     $129.95 

 

  Each of these cars are nice for small children and a constant companion throughout 
childhood. The Rainbow Bridge (139943) is a perfect accompaniment. 6 cars 
made from Lime wood with a non-toxic plant based oil finish.   Size: 10 x 7 x 5cmH  
 Age: 12+ mths 

 Playforever believe in authentic design and a flawless finish. The Playforever ethos is that beautiful products are born from the finest materials. Built in the UK, 
from heavy duty ABS plastic and using child-friendly, soft-roll rubber wheels and long-lasting, UV-resistant paint finishes. There is no compromise on detail 
or quality. All products are safety-tested to the highest international standards. This is simply one of the coolest range of cars that have ever been made. Their 

miniature size are perfect for children and are built to last. Set of all 3 classic vehicles are available here. 
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   Discoveroo Beach Car Set 
      144145   5pcs  .....................................................................................    $29.95 

 

  There are five beachy cars in this set for hours of play. Featuring Kombi, Woody, Beetle, 
Jeep & 57 Chevy. The smaller cars measure 8 x 6 x 4.5cmH whilst the larger cars 
measure 9.5 x 6 x 4.5cmH.    Age: 18+ mths 

   Discoveroo Emergency Car Set 

      144172   5pcs  ....................................................................................    $31.95 

 

  Built solidly from plantation Tea Wood are these 5 Emergency toy cars featuring a Police 
Car, Ambulance, Wildlife Rescue Car, Fire Engine and every child’s emergency vehicle, 
an Ice Cream Van. Perfect for Toddler’s as there are no parts that protrude or can come 
off. Each vehicle measures 8 x 6 x 5cmH.      Age: 18+ mths 

   Discoveroo Sort & Tip Truck 
     144148    ............................................................................................    $34.95 

 
  A great game that helps children learn about sorting their waste. A garbage truck which 
opens and tips with seven different shapes to sort.   Size: 28 x 10 x 16cmH   Age: 2+ yrs 

   Discoveroo Sort & Stack Truck 
     144149    ............................................................................................    $39.95 

 

  A semi trailer with fourteen colourful discs for sorting. Each disc has a shape in the 
centre which enables it to be stacked on the back of the truck. Great for counting skills.  
 Size: 35 x 10 x 15cmH   Age: 18+ mths 

   Discoveroo Squeaker Emergency Cars 
      144147   Set of 3  ...........................................................................................................................     $29.95 

 

  This set of three cute wooden cars squeak when their sirens are pushed down. Perfect for motor skills and pretend play. 
There are three different cars in this set for all kinds of emergencies: Ambulance, Police Car and Fire Engine. All are 
made from Beech Wood and Water Lacquer.   Size: 7 x 7 x 6cmH   Age: 18+ mths 

   Hape Little Autos   
   110700   Set of 4  .................................................................................................................................................................................................................     $24.95 
   Child-sized wood vehicle with a burst of colour. Great for small hands and features natural wooden wheels. Colours may vary.  Size: 10 x 6 x 5.5cmH   Age: 10+ mths 

 .................................................................................................................................................................................................................   $24.95 
  Child-sized wood vehicle with a burst of colour. Great for small hands and features natural wooden wheels. Colours may vary.  Size: 10 x 6 x 5.5cmH   Age: 10+ mths 

   Voila Roll ‘N’ Roll 

     146873   13 x 7 x 10cmH  ........................     $23.95 

 

  Little hands can grip the hole in this little car and push 
it along. Blue, Yellow, Red & Green coloured wheels 
allow the child to learn colour recognition. Made from 
sustainable timber.     Age: 12+ mths 

  Discoveroo Squeaker Emergency Cars 
   144147   Set of 3   $29.95 

  Discoveroo Sort & Stack Truck 
  144149 ............................................................................................  $39.95 
  A semi trailer with fourteen colourful discs for sorting. Each disc has a shape in the 
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   Wonderworld Mini Services Vehicles   
   143155   Bus 14 x 8 x 11cmH  ..................     $39.95 
   143156   Taxi 13 x 8 x 10cmH  .................     $33.95 
   143157   Tow Truck 17 x 9 x 14cmH  .........     $33.95 
   143158   Recycling Truck 17 x 9 x 11cmH  .     $33.95 
   143158T   Set of 4  ...................................     $129.95 

   Wonderworld Mini Emergency 
Services Vehicles   

   143150   Police Patrol Car 12 x 8 x 8cmH  .     $33.95 
   143151   Fire Engine 13 x 9 x 12cmH  .......     $33.95 
   143152   Ambulance 12 x 9 x 9cmH  .........     $33.95 
   143153   Helicopter 16 x 6 x 10cmH  .........     $33.95 
    143153T   Set of 4  ...................................     $124.95 
  Age: 18+ mths    

   Wonderworld Mini Occupations 
Vehicles   

   143265   Loader 17 x 9 x 9cmH  ...............     $34.95 
   143266   Dumper 13 x 9 x 10cmH  ............     $34.95 
   143267   Tractor 20 x 12 x 10cmH  ...........     $44.95 
   143268   Crane 17 x 9 x 13cmH  ..............     $39.95 
   143268T   Set of 4  ...................................     $139.95 

  Wonderworld Mini Emergency 

 These chunky wooden vehicles are a perfect size for little hands. Sturdy timber construction and painted using bright colours 
to imitate the actual vehicles. Comes with solid rubber wheels to enhance endless hours of rugged play. Children will use their 
imaginations as they drive around rushing to an emergency or servicing the town. 

Wonderworld Vehicles

  Age: 18+ mths      Age: 18+ mths    
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   Bauspiel Wooden Vehicles 

  
    136780   Small 5pcs  ..........................................................................    $154.95 

 

  A German made set of four wooden vehicles with stable, quiet rolling rubber wheels. 
The set contains a Red Fire truck (14cm), Green Police car (13cm), Blue truck (13cm) 
with driver and a Yellow mail truck (13cm). As with all Bauspiel wooden products, they 
are constructed with mainly Beech, Alder and Linden woods and are finished with a non-
toxic colouring. A perfect sized set of vehicles for little hands to play with.      Age: 3+ yrs 

    136779   Large 13pcs  ........................................................................    $224.95 

 

  Beautifully constructed large wooden vehicle set, which consists of a racing car (20cm), 
bus (21cm) and a tractor (16cm) and trailer (15cm). All vehicles come complete with 
rubber profiled wheels and spaces for passengers. This high quality set also contains 
6 wooden dolls which can fit in the vehicles and the trailer comes equipped with three 
stacking geometric shapes for added educational value. These vehicles are made from 
thick timber, so they are incredibly durable and also are covered with a non-toxic colour 
finish.      Age: 3+ yrs 

   Wooden Mini Car   
   137100   Set of 2  ................................................................................     $23.95 
      Size: 8 x 5.5 x 4cmH   Age: 18+ mths 

finish.      Age: 3+ yrs 

   Wooden Truck 
     137099    ...........................................................................................     $23.95 

 

  Traditional wooden vehicles, simply designed, created from wood. These vehicles allow 
for plenty of imaginative play. Eco-powered, low carbon emissions and robust enough 
to withstand a busy day’s play.   Size: 17.5 x 7 x 7cmH   Age: 18+ mths 

   Wooden Lorry Truck 

  
    137163   22cm ........................................     $31.95 

 

  Solidly built wooden truck with strong timber wheels and 
a 12cm x 2.7cm deep open tray with leather lining 
for transporting items around the classroom or outside. 
The Lorry truck rolls evenly and smoothly, particularly 
on carpet. A wonderful addition to your transport play 
section.      Age: 18+ mths 

   Wooden Ute 

  
    137165   24cm ........................................     $24.95 

 

  You cant get more Australian than a ute. This handmade 
ute even has a leather lined tray measuring 10cm x 
2.5cm deep, this added texture also protects the ute 
tray. Perfect for transporting zen blocks, pebbles or felt 
balls to the building site or taking the dog for a drive.     
 Age: 18+ mths 

   Wooden Aviator Pilot & Plane 

      137164   14cm .........................................     $37.95 

 

  This is a super solid wooden plane, so it can withstand 
the rigours of a classroom environment. It even comes 
with its own aviator pilot complete with crochet scarf and 
helmet.      Age: 18+ mths 

Bauspiel Wooden Vehicles
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   Natural Lichee Big Vehicles 

  
   140091   School Bus 31 x 18 x 18cmH  ......     $99.95 

 

  Get the children to school on time with this large natural 
Lichee wooden Bus. With easy-rolling wheels and sturdy 
construction, this exciting set creates an interactive scene 
designed to inspire limitless play. Comes with driver and 
four children.       

   140092   Truck 41 x 20 x 24cmH  ..............     $99.95 

 

  The natural Lichee wooden Big Truck is an awesome 
way of transporting your goods. Measuring in at a 
whopping 41cm long and has a removable tray lid to 
secure goods.     

   140094   Log Truck 33 x 16 x 19cmH  ........     $99.95 

 

  With solid construction from recycled Lichee timber, this 
exciting Log truck complete with six 15cm length logs 
is perfect for a wide range of play activities & learning 
skills.      

   140095   Bi-Plane 31 x 36 x 14cmH  ..........     $99.95 

 

  Take to the skies!!!, with this fantastic natural Lichee 
timber Bi-Plane, complete with pilot and navigator. Solid 
construction enables endless hours of imaginative play. 
Designed with Steiner principles in mind, this product 
is handmade in Vietnam and therefore some variations 
may occur.       

   140096   Helicopter 44 x 11 x 20cmH  .......     $99.95 

 

  A large natural wooden helicopter made from recycled 
timber, comes complete with pilot and rotating blades for 
realistic flying action.       

   140097   Fire Truck 33 x 16 x 18cmH  ........     $99.95 

 

  Constructed from recycled timber in Vietnam, this large 
Fire Truck is ready for action. Comes equipped with 
two removable 13.5cm ladders and winding 35cm fire 
hose.       

    140089   Ambulance 32 x 18 x 20cmH  .....    $99.95 

 

  Make way, make way. Here comes an Ambulance on 
its way to an emergency! A sturdy, solid Lichee timber 
vehicle in the Big Vehicle range of sustainable timber 
toys.       

 The natural Lichee wooden range of products are handmade from sustainable & recycled timber. The wood comes from Vietnam 
and uses unusable tree tops & surplus timber from paper production & branches from fruit tree pruning’s. All products use only non-
toxic & child safe finishes. The ethical commitment to the environment & to the community where production is housed has been 
central to the manufacturers philosophy since its inception in 2004. A percentage of all sales go to help and support Stars of 
Vietnam who care for, and educate children affected by Agent Orange. Designed with Steiner principles in mind, many parts are 
moveable providing open ended play. Children engage in play because it is fun and therefore Lichee products provide a unique 
experience inspiring creativity and imagination where children will develop their own story scenarios. All pieces are handmade, 
therefore some variations may occur. 

Natural Lichee BIG Vehicles

School Bus

Truck

Log Truck

Fire Truck

Ambulance

Bi-Plane

Helicopter

   140097T   Set of 7  ...................................    $659.95 

 

  Get the whole set! This set of 7 Natural Lichee Big 
Vehicles includes a School Bus, Big Truck, Log Truck, Bi-
Plane, Helicopter, Fire Truck & Ambulance.      Age: 3+ yrs 
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   MiniMobil Assorted Vehicles 
     110699   32pcs  ...............................................................................     $119.95 

 

  Made using flexible but robust plastic in bright colours, with non-removable safety 
wheels. They are presented in a reusable convenient container. Approximately 12cm 
each.      Age: 3+ yrs 

   Natural Lichee Big Sea Vehicle s   
    140102   Ocean Liner 45 x 10 x 12cmH  ................................................     $79.95 
    140103   Ferry 39 x 17 x 22cmH  ..........................................................     $99.95 
    140104   Tug Boat 33 x 15 x 8cmH  .......................................................     $59.95 

    140104T   Set of 3  ................................................................................     $219.95 

 
  An impressive fleet of three large sea vehicles, all handmade in Vietnam from sustainable 
solid Lichee timber. All vehicles are also sold individually.      Age: 3+ yrs 

   Haba Boating Set 

  
    149214   3pcs  .....................................................................................    $39.95 

 

  This 3 piece boat set makes water play even more fun by pushing the paddle steamer 
along, the paddle wheel goes into motion. The paddle wheel also turns quickly when 
water from the submarine is poured over it. The rubber dinghy has holes, so when lifted 
you can watch how the water comes trickling out drop by drop. Made from heavy duty 
polypropylene plastic (PP), strong and tough for water play fun.   Size: 27.2 x 15.2 x 
11.1cmH   Age: 12+ mths 

   Haba Amphibious Vehicle 

      149215    ............................................................................................    $39.95 

 

  With extra large floor friendly wheels and a handle that’s easy to grasp and carry, the 
HABA Amphibious Vehicle is a perfect toy for the sandpit. It makes cool tracks when 
used in the sand and floats when “driven” into the water.   Size: 21 x 20 x 14cmH   Age: 
18+ mths 

   Dantoy Transport Special Set 
     110697   22pcs  .................................................................................     $89.95 

 
  A colourful set of strong, durable, plastic vehicles. High quality for use indoor or 
outdoors. Sizes range from 8.5 to 18cm.      Age: 3+ yrs 

   Hape 4 Stage Rocket Ship 

     133957  .........................................................................................  $149.95 

 

  Blast off to another world with this Hape four-stage rocket ship complete with planetary 
lander!. Conduct your very own imaginary deep-space voyage! Play with a playmate 
to come up with a spacefaring story! Explain what your astronauts and aliens can do in 
all the different levels of the rocket ship!   Size: 41 x 74cmH   Age: 3+ yrs 

Ocean Liner

Ferry

Tug Boat
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   John Deere Large Construction Vehicles   
    137521   Tractor with Loader 38cm ........................................................    $32.95 
    137522   Excavator 38cm  .....................................................................    $32.95 
    137523   Dump Truck 38cm  ..................................................................    $32.95 

    137523T   Set of 3  ..................................................................................     $94.95 

 

  All three rugged John Deere 38cm construction vehicles are constructed of durable plastic 
and includes Tractor with front loader, Excavator and Dump truck. Hours of outdoor sand 
pit fun.      Age: 3+ yrs 

   John Deere Extra Large Construction Vehicles   
    137524   Dump Truck 53cm  ..................................................................    $84.95 
    137525   Tractor with Loader 53cm ........................................................    $84.95 
    137525T   Set of 2  ...............................................................................    $159.95  

  These massive replica John Deere construction vehicles are big and tough for any job. 
Built to last from a durable plastic and steel combination, each vehicle features fully 
functional parts, making them perfect for endless hours in the garden or sand pit. This set 
includes the 53cm Dump truck and Tractor with front loader.      Age: 3+ yrs 

John Deere Construction Vehicles
 John Deere fans of all ages will enjoy this range of construction and off-road toys. These toys combine the classic John Deere 
green and yellow styling with durable design and super cool features. Designed for ultra tough outdoor play and priced 
right, John Deere toys offer imaginative role-play and lots of sand pit fun. This range of John Deere vehicles has something for 
everyone, from the 1:64 scale replica set of 4 up to the massive 53cm construction vehicle range. 
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   Toy Dump Truck   
   130192   32 x 22 x 20cmH  .......................    $42.95 

   Toy Loader   
   130193   57 x 22 x 17cmH  .......................    $42.95 

   Dump Truck & Front End Loader 

     130193T   Set of 2  ......................................    $79.95 

 

  Great for outdoor or indoor play. This set of Toy Dump 
Truck and Loader will encourage imaginative role play.     
 Age: 3+ yrs 

   Big-Maxi Digger 

  

   130180    ..............................................     $124.95 

 

  Children love to dig. With the BIG Maxi Digger this is 
not only child’s play but great fun, because this digger 
has many exciting extras. The arm of the digger moves 
in all directions, and shovel has the same functionality 
of its bigger brothers. The BIG Maxi Digger is ideal for 
loading the large BIG Maxi Truck. It is equipped with a 
large seat so that the little worker sits comfortably while 
working on the building project, and can be rotated 
360 degrees as required.   Size: 78 x 32 x 35cmH   Age: 
3+ yrs 

   Big-Maxi Truck 

  

   130181    ..............................................     $114.95 

 

  Little construction workers will love the BIG Maxi Truck. 
A variety of different materials such as sand or building 
stone can be loaded and transported using the BIG Maxi 
Truck. The expansive loading area of this robust truck 
holds up to 4.2, litres and can be loaded with material 
weighing up to 25 kg. A locking mechanism prevents the 
bed from tilting backwards while on the move and losing 
any of the valuable load. Once the vehicle has arrived 
at the play construction site, the load can be unloaded 
by tilting the bed.   Size: 45 x 32 x 28cmH   Age: 3+ yrs 

   Big-Maxi Construction Vehicles 
     130181T   Set of 2  ........................................................................................................................     $229.95 

   A BIG set of construction vehicles featuring the BIG Maxi Truck and the BIG Maxi Digger.      Age: 3+ yrs 

   John Deere Small Construction Vehicles 
      137526   4pcs  ....................................................................................................................................................................................................................    $19.95 

 
  This 1:64 scale replica set includes a dump truck, flat bed truck, tractor with front loader and Steiger tractor, everything needed to recreate popular farm scenes. Each vehicle features 
authentic decoration and realistic moving parts and range in size from 9 to 11cm long.      Age: 3+ yrs 

   John Deere Medium 
Construction Vehicles 

  
    137520   Dump Truck & Tractor Set 15cm  ....    $12.95 

 

  This John Deere 15cm duo is perfect for the sand pit 
because of its durable plastic construction and child-
friendly designs. It is perfectly designed for hours of 
outdoor fun. Features include free rolling wheels and 
workable parts, the tray of the dump truck dumps and the 
tractor front loader moves up and down.      Age: 18+ mths 
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 Vehicles 

    110693   Construction 6pk  ....................................................................    $34.95 

 

  Six different construction vehicles under original licence from their famous big brother 
manufacturers. The cement mixer, transporter and truck feature some moving parts and 
are manufactured from high quality metal and plastic. Designs & colours will vary upon 
availability.   Size: approx. 7.5cm    

    110695   Helicopters 6pk  .....................................................................    $44.95 

 

  Features a variety of six helicopters used all over the world. Each Majorette helicopter 
has a manually turning rotor and is manufactured from quality metal. The windows 
allow a view into the authentically designed cockpit. Designs & colours will vary upon 
availability.   Size: approx. 13cm    

    110696   Airplanes 6pk  ........................................................................    $44.95 

 

  Featuring striking designs, the Fantasy Airplane range from Majorette transforms the 
classroom into an airport. Each passenger aircraft is made from durable metal with 
plastic parts. Designs & colours will vary upon availability.   Size: approx. 13cm    

    110698   Farm 6pk  ..............................................................................    $34.95 

 

  This collection is comprised of six famous farm machines. The vehicles are replicas of 
the big manufacturers like VW and Massey Ferguson. Transparent front lights, moving 
parts and an authentic design bring the action from the field into the playroom. Designs 
& colours will vary upon availability.   Size: approx. 7.5cm    

    110698T   Set of 34  .............................................................................................................................................................................................................     $179.95 

 
  A full set of the Majorette die-cast vehicle range, featuring an assorted selection of 6 Construction vehicles, 6 Helicopters, 6 Airplanes, 6 Farm vehicles and 10 cars or trucks.     
 Age: 3+ yrs 

 Majorette model vehicles have been an international success with children and car 
fans from all over the world since the 1960’s. Emanating in France, the high quality 
replica toys appeal to people from every generation as collector’s pieces or for 
play. Majorette has been an automotive industry partner for many years, enabling 
it to develop very realistic model vehicles. From passenger cars, commercial and 
construction vehicles to airplanes and helicopters, the range has something for 
everybody. The use of sturdy materials combined with premium workmanship in 
Majorette’s production sites means that they are of high quality and are particularly 
resilient. 

Majorette Vehicles

   Majorette Vehicles 

      110695T   Cars & Trucks 10pk with Container .    $33.95 

 

  1:64 scale die-cast toy cars and trucks. Assorted set of 
10 cars or trucks come in a handy storage container. 
Colours and designs may vary on availability.     
 Age: 3+ yrs 

  Majorette Vehicles 

  1:64 scale die-cast toy cars and trucks. Assorted set of 
10 cars or trucks come in a handy storage container. 
Colours and designs may vary on availability.     
 Age: 3+ yrs 
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   Tuzzles & Wonderworld Super Roadway 
     132968T   Complete Set 134pcs  .....................................................................................................     $439.95 

 

  This bumper 134 piece set includes one of every item on this page: Tuzzles Super Roadway - Suburban Edition, 
Expansion Set & Country Road Edition, 10 die-cast vehicles & a set of 4 wooden Wonderworld mini emergency 
services vehicles.      Age: 3+ yrs 

   Tuzzles Super Roadway 
      132965   Suburban Edition 50pcs  ............     $129.95 

 

  Complete with roads, roundabouts, intersections, 
zebra crossings, plus all the associated signs and road 
hazards.   Size: 180x120cmx4.75mmH   Age: 3+ yrs 

   132966   Expansion Set 25pcs  ..................     $74.95 

 

  The expansion pack allows extra curves to be inserted, 
parking lots, cul-de-sac, road works, detours, bridges, 
short cuts and even helicopter pads.   Size: 120 x 60cm 
x 4.75mmH   Age: 3+ yrs 

   132966T   Suburban & Expansion Sets 75pcs  ...................................................................................     $189.95 

 

  An excellent tool for developing interactive playing skills. The Suburban Edition with the Expansion pack will help teach 
children about roads and have lots of fun experimenting at the same time. Designed for realistic play, it is perfectly 
scaled to accommodate typical die-cast model cars. Use the map or design to your creativity. For extra play value, the 
reverse sides of all the pieces have been painted to look like an unsealed dirt road. All the pieces fit together easily and 
come supplied in a calico bag for easy storage. Ages 3+ years.       

   132968   Country Road Edition 44pcs  ......    $119.95 

 

  Add dirt roads! Complete with pot holes, roundabouts, 
intersections, cattle grids, water hazards and fallen logs! 
Children can add farm equipment and machinery and 
build an entire community.   Size: 180x120cmx4.75mmH  
 Age: 3+ yrs 

services vehicles.      Age: 3+ yrs 

  Tuzzles Super Roadway 

 An excellent tool for developing interactive playing skills that will help teach children about roads and have lots of fun experimenting 
at the same time. Designed for realistic play, it is perfectly scaled to accommodate typical die-cast model cars. Use the map or 
design to your creativity. For extra play value, the reverse sides of all the pieces have been painted to look like an unsealed dirt 
road.  

Tuzzles Roadshow

   Majorette Vehicles 

      110695T   Cars & Trucks 10pk with Container .    $33.95 

 

  1:64 scale die-cast toy cars and trucks. Assorted set of 
10 cars or trucks come in a handy storage container. 
Colours and designs may vary on availability.     
 Age: 3+ yrs 

    143153T   Set of 4  ...................................     $124.95 
  Age: 18+ mths    

   Wonderworld Mini Emergency 
Services Vehicles   
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 Roadway Scenes 

   Waytoplay King Of The Road Set   
    139969   44pcs  .................................................................................................................................................................................................................     $229.95 
   Age: 0+ mths   

   Educo Steering Box 
     133956   37 x 37 x 39cmH  ................................................................    $109.95 

 

  Wooden steering unit, complete with gear stick for imaginative drivers. Great for 
role play and encouraging imagination for children. “Where are we going today?”     
 Age: 3+ yrs 

   Hape Park’N Go Garage 
     130850   48 x 30 x 37.5cmH  ...............................................................    $92.95 

 

  Made using plywood, maple, MDF and water based paint. Ideal for group or individual 
play. Plenty of room for vehicles and helicopters, in this four-level wooden garage.     
 Age: 3+ yrs 

 The Waytoplay King Of The Road Set is a flexible motorway which consists of easy-to-connect road parts (much like big puzzle 
pieces). You can play on almost any surface such as carpet, table, grass and rocks. The flexible design allows for play uphill, 
downhill and over thresholds. Can be combined with lots of other toys and stimulates children’s creativity and imagination. 
Children can build their own routes, set up a race track for their cars or just drive their favourite vehicles from room to room. The 
durable rubber is excellent for indoor and outdoor play, easy to clean and lasts a lifetime. This set has 44 parts for maximum fun 
for everyone. Containing 16 curves, 16 straights including 4 parking spaces, 2 crossings, 2 roundabouts, 4 couplers and 4 
connecting parts this will measure measures 648cm in length fully assembled. 

Waytoplay King of the Road Set

open ended play 44PCS SET44PCS SET
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   139926   Coloured 6pcs  .........................     $129.95 
      Size: 10 x 7 x 5cmH   Age: 12+ mths 

   Grimm’s Small Cars   
    140159   Natural 6pcs  ...........................     $129.95 
      Size: 10 x 7 x 5cmH   Age: 12+ mths 

   139931   Rainbow 11pcs  .........................     $94.95 
      Size: 38 x 18cmH   Age: 12+ mths 

   Grimm’s Bridge   
   139940   Natural 6pcs  ...........................     $104.95 
      Size: 38 x 9 x 7cmH   Age: 0+ mths 

  $104.95    139943   Rainbow 6pcs  .........................     $104.95 
      Size: 38 x 9 x 7cmH   Age: 0+ mths 

   Grimm’s Building Boards       140153   Natural 11pcs  ...........................     $99.95 
      Size: 7 x 10 to 37 x 0.8cmH    

    140154   Rainbow 11pcs  .........................     $99.95 
     Size: 7 x 10 to 37 x 0.8cmH   Age: 2+ yrs 

   Wooden Traffic Signs 
     135412   20pcs 10cmH  ...........................     $17.95 

 

  True Australian Traffic signs. Quality made wooden 
signs. Fantastic way to teach children about road safety.     
 Age: 3+ yrs 

   Discoveroo Zig Zag Ramp Racer 

  
    144175    ................................................     $32.95 

 

  Send the three racing cars down the ramp one at a time 
or all at once. This is a great toy for teaching children 
about gravity and cause & effect. Manufactured to a 
high quality and meets Australian safety standards (AS/
NZS ISO 8124).   Size: 26 x 8 x 31cmH   Age: 2+ yrs 

 Grimm’s toys are designed to encourage toddlers and children to engage in open-
ended and independent play using simple yet vibrantly coloured shapes. Pieces are 

hand-cut and sanded and coloured only with non-toxic water-based dyes. 

   Wonderworld City Skyline Glow in the 
Dark Blocks 

     143169   19pcs  .......................................     $69.95 

 

  Shine light on this set and they will glow in the dark, just 
like the city at night time. Blocks can be used as normal 
building blocks in the daytime.   Size: 46 x 4 x 23cmH  
 Age: 2+ yrs 

glow in 
the dark 

city

  Wonderworld City Skyline Glow in the 

citycity

   Grimm’s Large Semi Circles   
   139936   Natural 11pcs  ...........................     $94.95 
      Size: 38 x 18cmH   Age: 12+ mths 

   Grimm’s Tunnel Large   
   139930   Natural 12pcs  .........................     $149.95 
      Size: 38 x 18cmH   Age: 0+ mths 
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